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CV / Joannie Baumgärtner / *1992 / Berlin / info@jbaumgaertner.com / www.jbaumgaertner.com /

Shows & Performances since 2017

NEXT, SoHo-House, Berlin, Germany 
Song of  the Deborn Mariner, Roonroom, Nürnberg, Germany 
Live Works Festival, Centrale Fies, Dro, Italy 
Open Spaces Festival, Tanzfabrik/ Uferstudios, Berlin, Germany 

Permanent Performance, Künstlerhaus, Stuttgart, Germany 
Bricks and Bytes, Kulturladen Zeltnerschloss, Nuremberg, Germany 
Fat Men in Skirts, European Theatre Institute, Berlin, Germany 

Body Occupation, Dada Post, Berlin, Germany 
Magna Rota, Kunsthalle, Schweinfurt, Germany 
Art’s Birthday Festival, E-Werk, Freiburg, Germany  

Privacy / Outside?,  2. WAS-Biennale, Offsite, Berlin, Germany  
ZipLoc, Opopoppa, Malmö, Sweden 
Sweetheart,  Roodkapje, Rotterdam, Netherlands 
Pain, Knulp Artist Space, Sydney, Australia 
Tears of  the Sun, Offsite, Pavilosta, Latvia 
Orificially Yours, Museo delle Cere Anatomiche, Cagliari, Italy 
Aeroponic Acts, Silent Green, Berlin, Germany 
Law of  the Instrument, KV Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz, Berlin, Germany 

Backpack-Show, Tender Center, Rotterdam, Netherlands  
The Century Bar, Kunstraum Ventilator, Berlin, Germany 
Curated Mysteries, KV Edel Extra, Nuremberg, Germany 
A Poem read in Sequence, BRUX Freies Theater, Innsbruck, Austria 
How it comes to matter, Hot Wheels Projects, Athens, Greece 
Archipelago, Project Probe, Arnhem, Netherlands

Mad Tea Party, Akademie der Künste der Welt, Cologne, Germany 
top eye open / bottom of  the pit, Pavilion 27, Nuremberg, Germany 
Going Headless,  Exhibition Hall, AdBK,Nuremberg, Germany 
Don’t pause the printer, AEG Halle 13, Nuremberg, Germany
Rondez-vous SW, Kunsthalle, Schweinfurt, Germany
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Residencies, Grants & Fellowships

Open Spaces Residency, Tanzfabrik/ Uferstudios, Berlin, Germany
Life Works - Fellowship/ Residency, Centrale Fies, Trentino, Italy
Junge Kunst und Neue Wege production grant
Bayerischer Kunstförderpreis (Shortlist)
Body Occupation Residency, Inkubator Collective, Berlin, Germany 
PAiR Residency, VV Foundation, Pavilosta, Latvia

Publications

Imperious Views: Fleeting Glances at the Politics of  the Media- 
Image, in: Jonas Höschl (ed.), Politics of  Media-Images, Hatje/Cantz, 
Hamburg
Family Value: Towards a Kinship beyond the Forms of  Capital, in: 
Clementine Edwards (ed.), Kris Dittel (ed.), The Material Kinship 
Reader, Onomatopee, Eindhoven 
Pareidolia, in: Felix Neumann (ed.), Pareidolia, SBPublishing, Munich
How come, Kami?, in: Thomas Bergner (ed.), Internalized Kami, 
Kerber Verlag, Berlin 
Remedies of  Imagination, in: Matthias Böhler (ed.), Aspiration and 
Aspirine, 2017, Verlag für Moderne Kunst, Wien

Education

Master of  Arts, Dutch Art Institute, ArtEZ, Arnhem 
MA Art Practice, Dutch Art Institute, ArtEZ, Arnhem 
Kunst im Kontext, Universität der Künste, Berlin                
State Exam Art Education, AdBK Nuremberg
Appointed “Meisterschüler*In Sculpting”, AdBK Nuremberg 
Appointed “Meisterschüler*In Fine Arts”, AdBK Nuremberg 
Visiting Studies, Hochschule für Gestaltung, Karlsruhe 
Fine Arts/Art Education, AdBK Nuremberg
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BIO/ Joannie Baumgärtner / *1992 / Berlin / info@jbaumgaertner.com / www.jbaumgaertner.com /

Joannie Baumgärtner is a Berlin-based post-genre artist, performer and 
writer. Joannie identifies as non-binary and uses they/them as pronouns. 
They are usually happy to be addressed by their first name.

Joannie has been working in the visual arts since 2010, with a focus on 
multimedia sculptural processes. From their experience with spoken word 
poetry, they have also developed an idiosyncratic performative approach 
and a writing practice that combines creative writing with cultural theory 
and a critical aesthetic philosophy.

Joannie’s research-based work is often employing (historical) customs, 
events or belief  systems as a nexus from which questions of  medium, 
materiality and embodiment arise. These questions, looped back through 
contemporary crafting processes, bodies and media environments be-
come performance, installation or media art.

Spanning across a broad range of  topics, such as environmentalism, queer 
world-making and emancipatory struggles, the core of  Joannie’s artistic 
approach is fueled by a critical distrust of  modern cultural history and it’s 
ideology of  progress, rationalism and beauty. 

Since 2012, Joannie has exhibited and performed in a variety of  cities in 
Germany and abroad. Among others, their work has been shown and 
performed at Kunstverein-am-Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz in Berlin, Freies 
Theater Innsbruck, Hotwheels-Projects in Athens and Knulp Artists Space 
in Sydney. 

Since 2016, their writing practice has been published in anthologies and 
artist monographs, such as Verlag für Moderne Kunst, Vienna, Kerber 
Verlag, Berlin, Hatje/Cantz, Hamburg and Onomatopee Books, 
Eindhoven.
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QUEER GEOMETRIES / 2017 - ongoing / installation, performance

Queer Geometries is a losely aligned series of  installative and  performative 
works around disorientation as emancipatory strategy. It engages with 
central aesthetics of  modernism, such as light, symmetry, geometric grids, 
repetition, reflective surface.

Fuck Moon Bless Clouds (2022) is a performance for 4 actors, inspired by 
the historical nocturnal activity of  so-called link-boys*: Guttersnipes of  all 
genders that worked as torchbearers in the early modern era. Having a 
reputation as being for hire, they often provided sex-work across the lines 
of  heteronormativity. The piece employs a contemporary understanding 
of  orientation, visibility, and solidarity, to transform the language, actions 
and aesthetics surrounding the link-boys* into a performative engagement 
with the aesthetic sociality of  these pariahs. 

Lots of  time like now (2019) is an interactive performance that  ponders 
narrative tension as departure point for action. Trying to create a 
 stimulating atmospherical density, the meditative piece uses repetetive 
dance moves and stretching exercises to bend the notion of  time. Spoken 
word becomes flat anguage, loses its narrative arc and the idea of  climax 
is traded for a plateau that becomes the base for actions.

Hallucinatory devices yet to come (2018) and Insomnia and  Interferrence 
(2018) engage with ideas of  the altered consciousnes, wondering about the 
potential of  art and performance to activate brain functions  disregarded in 
the contemporary everyday.

Top eye open, bottom of  the pit (2017) investigates what artist Peter 
 Halley, based on Fouccaults writings about geometry as a disciplinary 
tool, called a representational crisis in geometry. It is staging life within 
 contemporary modernity in the aesthetics of  prison-industrial complex.



FUCK MOON BLESS CLOUDS
2022/ Performance for 4 Actors/ 60 min./ Centrale Fies, Dro / comissed for Live Works by Barbara Boninsegna and Simone Frangi/ Link to Video
Stage lights, smoke machine, projector, quadrophonic speakers, jumpsuits, various prop materials

https://vimeo.com/753039082


LOTS OF TIME LIKE NOW
2019/ Multi-Media Performance/ 20 min./ Silent Green, Berlin/ Images by Maxime Gourdon/ Link to video-documentation
Multi-channel mixer, projector, microphone, portable projector, DJ controller, cube, various materials



2018/ Performance/ 30 min./ Freies Theater Innsbruck/ developed for “A Poem Should Be Read In Sequence” by Yen Noh and Janine Schranz
Multi-channel mixer, stage parts, movable walls, fog machine, lighting system, stroboscope

HALLUCINATORY DEVICES YET TO COME



INSOMNIA AND INTERFERRENCE
2018/ Lecture-Performance/ 20 min./ Link to Trailer
Multi-channel mixer, video projector, wireless speaker, various materials



TOP EYE OPEN, BOTTOM OF THE PIT
2017/ Multi-Media Installation/ Measurements Variable/ Pavilion 27, Nürnberg

Steel, concrete, fluorescent tubes, lead, cardboard, glass, cloth, cable, chain, surveillance monitors, magnets, PVC, various materials.



CONCOCTED CATACLYSMS / 2019 - ongoing / performance

Concocted Cataclysm is a series of  performances that uses absurd char-
acters to work through the long history and short-lived future of  unlikely 
resources.

In Bat Shit Crazy (2021) a figure that is half  human, half  bird talks about 
the Guano-Boom in the 19th century and the emergence of  an extremely 
unsustainable fertilizer market based on bird excrement that not only 
shaped global agriculture and the contemporary petrochemical industry, 
but also trade routes, political aliances and national territories.

Jimmie’s great Sardinian Escape (2019) and Annie Raque’s Recipes (2019)
resolve around the figure of  a post-apocalyptic TV-Chef  in the service 
of  a broadcasting state corporation. Using the wax-sculptures in the 
 anatomical Museum of  Cagliari as a backdrop and Oswald de Andrade’s 
Cannibalist Manifesto as a guideline, it speaks about the history of  anti- 
colonial politics and contemporary struggles for climate justice.



BAT SHIT CRAZY
2021/ Performance/ 45 min./ Künstler*haus Stuttgart/Images by Manu HarmsSchlaf/ 2021/ Performance/ 45 min./ Künstler*haus Stuttgart/Images by Manu HarmsSchlaf/ Link to TrailerLink to Trailer
Molleton, rope, wood, paper, feathers, guano-powder, voice-processor, synthesizer, fluteMolleton, rope, wood, paper, feathers, guano-powder, voice-processor, synthesizer, flute

https://vimeo.com/611709694


JIMMIE’S GREAT SARDINIAN ESCAPE
2019/ Performance/ 45 min./  Museo delle Cere Anatomiche, Cagliari/ produced for IICD-Study Group, Dutch Art Institute
Roadie cases, headlights, glass, PET, sourdough



2019/ Digital video/ 3:42 min./ Filmstil
Bandage, peacock-feathers, spring toy, synthethic leather

ANNIE RAQUE’S RECIPES



CURATED MYSTERIES / 2017- ongoing / installation, performance

Curated Mysteries is a complex of  work resolving around the  reclamation 
of  myth for emancipatory politics. Activating different narratives and myth-
ological figures within the contemporary, it follows Ernst Bloch’s thought 
that “not all people live in the same now” and that emancipatory politics 
cannot aford to leave the myth to fascism.

Gun Salt Turtle Seed (2022) and Play Is A Thing (2022) take the story 
of  queer mariners that sailed with the Dutch East India Company, were 
sentenced to death for homosexual acts and marooned on desert islands. 
Employing a queer utopianism in the sense of  José E. Muñoz, the works 
make use of  imagination-systems ranging from child-like play over DIY 
counter aesthetics to image generating AI, transforming stories of  queer 
death into unlikely survival narratives.

Sphinx Tutelage (2018) and Exit the room without leaving the space 
(2018) are an installation and accompanying performance that use 
the character of  the Sphinx to talk spatial perception in hetero- 
patriarchy. Using the mythological lineage of  the Sphinx alongside the  
Oedipus Myth, it follows Laura Mulvey’s feminist film classic “Riddles of  
the Sphinx” to break with the linear, objectifying gaze as main means of  
spatial relation.

What does a mountain fear of  fly? (2018) is a site-specific installation that 
ponders what was called the Gigantomachy of  Antqiue Philosophy: the 
dispute between Platonic idealism and Epicurean materialism.Reflecting 
on it’s installation at the border of  Athen’s anarchist district Exarchia,  
directly opposite the polytechnical university from which the Greek 
 uprising against the fascist dictatorship emerged it plays with the contrast 
of  form and essence and ponders the political forces behind.

 



GUN SALT TURTLE SEED
2022/ Installation/ measurements variable/ RoonRoom, Nürnberg/ supported by Stipendienprogramm des Freistaats Bayern “Junge Kunst und neue Wege” 
Molleton, salt, driftwood, sculpting wax, neon lights, string, digital prints, various objects



PLAY IS A THING
2022/ Durational Performance for 3 Actors/RoonRoom, Nürnberg/ supported by Stipendienprogramm des Freistaats Bayern “Junge Kunst und neue Wege”
PVC foil, chintz chairs, plastilin objects, cardboard 



WHAT DOES A MOUNTAIN FEAR OF A FLY?
2018/ Installation/ Measurements variable/ Hotwheels Projects, Athen/ Link to soundscape
Fabric, rubber, steel, leather, gas mask, boots, bricks, wood, chain, net, cock feathers, cord, cable, raffia, various materials



SPHINX TUTELAGE
2018/ Installation/ Measurements variable/ Edel Extra, Nürnberg/  Link to soundscape
Fabric, rubber, steel, leather, gas mask, boots, bricks, wood, chain, net, cock feathers, cord, cable, raffia, various materials



EXIT THE ROOM WITHOUT LEAVING THE SPACE
2018/ Interaktive Performance/ 30 min. / Link to Trailer
Microphone, wireless speaker, various materials



THE ELEVATOR OF SUCCESSTM / 2018 - 2022 / installation, performance

THE ELEVATOR OF SUCCESS is a series of  performances, installations and 
media-works, investigating the so called coaching scene and the aesthetics 
sourrounding various motivational speakers. In doing so, it explores the 
many different and contradictory notions of  success, a difuse concept that 
is nonetheless a core value of  capitalist economy.

The bulletproof  sheepskin (2020) and Sheep Yard Elevator for two head 
(2020) are a combination of  installation and performance, based on a 
 research about coaching seminars for police officers and their  relation to 
the use of  excessive force.Turning around the pastoral references in these 
seminars, that brand officers as sheepdog, the civilian as sheep and  criminals 
as wolves, the performance follows the structure of   protest trainings and 
questions if  safety can actually be protected by state  sanctioned violence. 

Morning Crank Routine (2020) is a lecture performance structured like 
a morning workout. It speaks about the history of  work as a  disciplinary 
method and critically mourns the precarious reality hidden behind 
the  glorification of  the “daily grind” that is part of  contemporary self- 
disciplining routines.

Caught up in myth, stuck in the elevator (2019) dissects the frequently used 
metaphor of  a (nonexistent) elevator to success, that appears in various 
ways during motivational seminars, often legitimizing an ableist ideology of  
turbo capitalism. Remembering how Clement Greenberg alligned modern 
art with western capitalist sociestes, it ponders abstract expressionism as 
one original success aesthetic.

Elevator pitch for fire situations (2018) is a lecture performance that 
ponders the relation of  faillure and success and the evolution of  mental 
coaching, mindfullness and autosuggestion duing the 20th century.



THE BULLETPROOF SHEEPSKIN
2020/ Interactive Lecture-Performance/ 30 min./  DADA Post, Berlin / Images by Maansi Jain
Cloth masks, fake fur, whistle



SHEEP YARD ELEVATOR FOR TWO HEAD
2020/ Installation/Measurements variable/ video-loop 3:20 min./ DADA Post, Berlin/ Link to Video
Faux fur, wood, MDF, concrete, lamb bottles, shepherd’s crook, ram harness, projector, speaker, various materials



2020/ Interactive Lecture-Performance/ 30 min./  Kunsthalle, Schweinfurt 
Multi-channel mixer, microphone, voice looper, Kalimba, Dan Moi, yoga mat

MORNING CRANK ROUTINE



CAUGHT UP IN MYTH, STUCK IN THE ELEVATOR
2019/ Multi-Media Installation/ 140x 260x 120 cm/ video-loop 5:15 min./ Kunstverein am Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz, Berlin/ Images by Ludger Paffrath/  Link to Video 
Concrete, steel, PVC, rope, chain, plasticine, rubber, cord, dumbbell bars, workout grips, boxing bandages, cable, beamer, various materials



ELEVATOR PITCH FOR FIRE SITUATIONS
2018/ Lecture Performance/ 20 min. / Link to Trailer

Voice looper, microphone, multichannel mixer, projector



NURTURAL VOGUE / 2017 / installation

Nurtural Vogue is a series of  installations that ponders formal education 
as a system for the reproduction of  priviledge. It employs a continuous 
recycling of  the same object, a playground slide, to reach fundamentally 
different results through (de)construction.

Made out of  innocence, crime and social alienation (2017) investigates 
how the figure of  the outsider and the manierisms of  a non-normative 
life can be understood as poetic forces that lead to unexpected aesthetics 
and viewpoints.

An unlikely cultural powerhouse (2017) ponders how resistance, 
 dissidence and destruction, undesirable features within formal education, 
can be transformed into intellectual assets.

Two sliding upwards on a frictionless incline and two in free flight (2017) 
titled after a common highschool math problem, explores the interactions 
of  chance, location and educative success.



MADE OF INNOCENCE, CRIME AND SOCIAL ALIENATION
2017/ Installation/ Measurements variable/ Ausstellungshalle, Nürnberg

Steel, glass, cork, cloth, rope, gauze, PVC, barrier tape, fur, various materials



AN UNLIKELY CULTURAL POWERHOUSE
2017/ Installation/ Measurements variable/ AEG Halle 13, Nürnberg
Steel, glass, cork, cloth, rope, gauze, PVC, barrier tape, fur, various materials



TWO SLIDING UPWARDS ON A FRICTIONLESS INCLINE AND TWO IN FREE FLIGHT
2017/ Installation/ Measurements variable/  Kunsthalle, Schweinfurt/ Images by Max Ernst Stockburger
Iron, steel, stainless steel mirror, paint, glass, cork



COLLABORATIONS / 2016 - ongoing / installation, performance, media-art, scenography

Collaborations are works made together with other artists, actors and 
thinkers. Covering a broad range of  approaches, they are integral ways of  
broadening artistic approach and viewpoint.

Bricks and Bytes (2021) is a digital relief  based on photogrammetric methods, 
pondering the possibilities of  site-specifity within the virtual. In collaboration 
with Pavilion 27 and Rory Witt.

Fat men in skirts (2021) is the scenography for a performance, located in the 
junkyard of  a young man’s head. In collaboration with ETI - European Theatre 
Institute, Berlin.

Overtude: Intro Oraltore (2020) is a performance searching Brandon La Belle’s  
idea of  the oral imaginary in the history of  theatre, opera and pop-music alike.  
In  collaboration with Lea Rüegg and Marc Norbert Hörler.

Tears of  the sun (2019) is a film and exhibition project on the notion of  pain and 
the history of  medicine. In collaboration with Clementine Edwards.

Arcade Matrix Century Bar (2018) is a room-filling installation based on 1920’s si-
lent  horror movies, functioning as the exhibition architecture for a painting show.  
In  collaboration with Malerinnennetzwerk Leipzig-Berlin.
 
Life Functions Critical (2016) is a monumental installation that ponders the  future 
promised by early science fiction and more precisely the ways this future is 
 heralded through commodity fetish and a false understanding of  the scientific 
method. In collaboration with Felix Neumann and Laila Auburger.



BRICKS AND BYTES
2021/ Digital Relief/ Kulturladen Zeltnerschloss, Nuremberg / in collaboration with Pavilion 27 and Rory Witt/ Link to Project Website 

JPEG from 3D-Model, Stereometric Digital Image Processing

https://pavilion27.com/bricksandbytes


FAT MEN IN SKIRTS
2021/Scenography and Stage Design/Measurements variable/ European Theatre Institute, Berlin
Tires, PVC, rubber, synthetic leather, gauze, mixed-media



OVERTUDE: INTRO ORALTORE
2020/ Performance/ 30 min./  E-Werk, Freiburg/ developed with Marc Norbert Hörler und Lea Rüegg/ Images by Marc Doradzillo
Multi-channel mixer, microphone, voice recorder, loop station, nose flute, Dan Moi, mouth clamps



TEARS OF THE SUN
2019/ Installation and Film/ Measurements variable/ 12:52 min./  KNULP Artist Space, Sydney/ in collaboration with Clementine Edwards/ Link to Trailer
Monitor, gouache on cardboard, moss, grasses, driftwood, sea glass, amber, fishing net, bones, cord, various materials



ARCADE MATRIX CENTURY BAR
2018/ Exhibition Display/ Measurements variable  Kunstraum Ventilator, Berlin / in collaboration with Malerinnenetzwerk Leipzig-Berlin
Wood, plasterboard, paint



LIFE FUNCTIONS CRITICAL
2016/ Multi-Media Installation/Measurements variable  AEG Halle 13, Nürnberg/ in collaboration with Laila Auburger and Felix Neumann
Neon tubes, heating plates, copper, glass, photographs, plants, cardboard, projector, screens




